We determine the Krieger type of nonsingular Bernoulli actions G g∈G ({0, 1}, µ g ). When G is abelian, we do this for arbitrary marginal measures µ g . We prove in particular that the action is never of type II ∞ if G is abelian and not locally finite, answering Krengel's question for G = Z. When G is locally finite, we prove that type II ∞ does arise. For arbitrary countable groups, we assume that the marginal measures stay away from 0 and 1. When G has only one end, we prove that the Krieger type is always I, II 1 or III 1 . When G has more than one end, we show that other types always arise. Finally, we solve the conjecture of [VW17] by proving that a group G admits a Bernoulli action of type III 1 if and only if G has nontrivial first L 2 -cohomology.
Introduction
The Bernoulli actions G (X, µ) = ({0, 1}, µ 0 ) G of a countable group G, given by (g · x) h = x g −1 h , play a key role in ergodic theory, measurable group theory and operator algebras. By construction, µ is a G-invariant probability measure. Replacing µ by an arbitrary product measure µ = g∈G µ g , one obtains a very natural family of non measure preserving G-actions. Although this construction is straightforward, it turned out to be a very difficult problem to decide when G (X, µ) is ergodic and, in that case, to determine the Krieger type of the action.
The first results in this direction were providing examples for the group G = Z, through inductive constructions of probability measures (µ n ) n∈Z on {0, 1}. It was thus proven in [Kre70] that there exists an ergodic Bernoulli shift without equivalent invariant probability measure, while in [Ham81] , it was shown that there are ergodic Bernoulli shifts of type III, i.e. without equivalent σ-finite invariant measure. Finally, the first examples of Bernoulli shifts of type III 1 were constructed in [Kos09] .
Proving ergodicity and determining the type of a nonsingular Bernoulli action is a difficult problem, because these actions may very well be dissipative (i.e. admit a fundamental domain), which was already proven in [Ham81] . A first general result was obtained in [Kos12] for G = Z and marginal measures (µ n ) n∈Z satisfying µ n (0) = 1/2 for all n ≤ 0 : if such a Bernoulli action is nonsingular and conservative, then it must be either of type II 1 or of type III 1 . In [DL16] , the same result was proven if µ n (0) = p for some p ∈ (0, 1) and all n ≤ 0.
Only very recently, in [VW17] , the first results were established for nonamenable groups G. It was conjectured in [VW17] that a countable group G admits a Bernoulli action of type III if and only if the first L 2 -cohomology H 1 (G, ℓ 2 (G)) is nonzero, which is equivalent to saying that G is either infinite amenable or has positive first L 2 -Betti number. The connection with L 2 -cohomology stems from the following observation: if the marginal measures µ g satisfy µ g (0) ∈ [δ, 1 − δ] for all g ∈ G and some δ > 0, then by Kakutani's criterion (see [Kak48] ),
In this paper, we completely solve the ergodicity and type problem for arbitrary Bernoulli actions of abelian groups G, i.e. without assuming that µ g (0) stays away from 0 and 1. For general countable groups G, we prove ergodicity and determine the type for all sufficiently conservative Bernoulli actions with µ g (0) staying away from 0 and 1. In particular, we solve Krengel's question (see [Kre70] and his MathSciNet review of [Ham81] ) and prove that no Bernoulli action of Z can be of type II ∞ . The same holds if G is infinite abelian and not locally finite. However, for infinite locally finite groups, we construct Bernoulli actions of type II ∞ . We also confirm the conjecture of [VW17] and prove that all groups G with nontrivial H 1 (G, ℓ 2 (G)) admit Bernoulli actions of type III 1 .
The main results in this paper are the following. The first result deals with ergodicity. Recall that a nonsingular action G (X, µ) is ergodic if every G-invariant Borel set U ⊂ X has measure zero or measure one. The action is weakly mixing if the diagonal action G (X × Y, µ × η) stays ergodic for every ergodic probability measure preserving action G (Y, η).
Theorem A (See Theorems 3.2 and 5.1). If G is an infinite abelian group, any nonsingular Bernoulli action G (X, µ) = g∈G ({0, 1}, µ g ) with µ nonatomic is either dissipative or weakly mixing.
If G is any infinite group and G (X, µ) = g∈G ({0, 1}, µ g ) is a nonsingular Bernoulli action that is strongly conservative and satisfies µ g (0) ∈ [δ, 1 − δ] for all g ∈ G, then G (X, µ) is weakly mixing.
Strong conservativeness is introduced in Definition 4.2. For amenable groups, it is equivalent to the usual notion of conservativeness (see Proposition 4.3). In Proposition 5.3, we also provide an easy to check sufficient condition for the strong conservativeness of a nonsingular Bernoulli action : if µ g (0) ∈ [δ, 1 − δ] for all g ∈ G and if κ > δ −1 (1 − δ) −1 , it suffices that g∈G exp(−4κ c g 2 2 ) = +∞ , where c g (h) = µ h (0) − µ g −1 h (0) .
(1.1)
So strong conservativeness (and hence also weak mixing, by Theorem A) holds if the function g → c g 2 does not grow fast to infinity. Condition (1.1) first appeared in [VW17, Proposition 4.1], where it was shown that for κ large enough, (1.1) implies that G (X, µ) is conservative, while if (1.1) fails for κ = 1/8, then G (X, µ) is dissipative.
We determine the Krieger type of the nonsingular Bernoulli actions appearing in Theorem A. We deal separately with abelian groups and arbitrary countable groups.
Theorem B (see Theorem 3.3). Let G be an infinite abelian, non locally finite group and G (X, µ) = g∈G ({0, 1}, µ g ) any nonsingular Bernoulli action. Assume that µ is nonatomic and that G (X, µ) is not dissipative. Then, G (X, µ) is weakly mixing and its type is given as follows.
1. If λ ∈ (0, 1) and g∈G (µ g (0) − λ) 2 < +∞, then G (X, µ) is of type II 1 .
2. If lim g→∞ µ g (0) = λ ∈ (0, 1) and g∈G (µ g (0) − λ) 2 = +∞, then G (X, µ) is of type III 1 .
3. If lim g→∞ µ g (0) equals 0 or 1, then G (X, µ) is of type III.
If µ g (0)
does not converge as g → ∞, then G (X, µ) is of type III 1 .
Theorem B thus provides a complete answer to the question which types can arise for nonsingular Bernoulli actions of Z. In particular, the group of integers does not admit Bernoulli actions of type II ∞ . Only in the most delicate case where lim g→∞ µ g (0) equals 0 or 1, it is unclear which of the types III λ , λ ∈ [0, 1], can be realized.
Surprisingly, infinite locally finite groups admit nonsingular Bernoulli actions of type II ∞ , as well as type III λ for any λ ∈ [0, 1], see Proposition 3.6. The reason why locally finite groups G behave differently is because they have infinitely many ends: they admit many subsets W ⊂ G such that W and the complement G \ W are infinite, but |gW △ W | < ∞ for all g ∈ G.
For arbitrary countable groups G, we assume that µ g (0) ∈ [δ, 1 − δ] for all g ∈ G and that (1.1) holds for some κ > δ −1 (1 − δ) −1 . Again, we have to distinguish between the case where G has only one end and the case where G has infinitely many ends. Generically, an infinite group has one end. By Stallings theorem (see Remark 6.7), the only other possibilities are zero ends (for finite groups), two ends (for virtually cyclic groups) and infinitely many ends (for locally finite groups, as well as for certain amalgamated free products and HNN extensions).
Theorem C (See Theorem 6.3). Let G be a group with one end and let G (X, µ) = g∈G ({0, 1}, µ g ) be a nonsingular Bernoulli action with µ g (0) ∈ [δ, 1−δ] for all g ∈ G. Assume that (1.1) holds for a κ > δ −1 (1 − δ) −1 . Then, G (X, µ) is weakly mixing and of type III 1 , unless g∈G (µ g (0) − λ) 2 < +∞ for some λ ∈ (0, 1), in which case the action is of type II 1 .
In Theorem 6.3, we also determine the type of G (X, µ) when G has more than one end. In that case, there always exist Bernoulli actions of type III λ with λ = 1. As a corollary, we prove the following result, confirming the conjecture made in [VW17] .
Theorem D (see Corollary 6.2). A countable infinite group G admits a nonsingular Bernoulli action of type III 1 if and only if H 1 (G, ℓ 2 (G)) = {0}.
We use the following approach to prove Theorems A to D. Let G (X, µ) = g∈G ({0, 1}, µ g ) be a nonsingular Bernoulli action. Denoting by α : G × X → R the logarithm of the RadonNikodym cocycle, we consider the Maharam extension G X × R given by g · (x, t) = (g · x, α(g, x) + t) , which is an infinite measure preserving action. Proving ergodicity and determining the type of
Denote by S G the group of finite permutations of the countable set G. Consider the natural nonsingular action S G (X, µ) given by permuting the coordinates of the infinite product (X, µ) = g∈G ({0, 1}, µ g ). As in [Kos18, D18, BK18] , the main step is to prove that a Ginvariant function F ∈ L ∞ (X × R) is automatically invariant under the Maharam extension of S G (X, µ). In [Kos18, D18, BK18] , essential use is made of pointwise ergodic theorems for nonsingular group actions G (X, µ), so that only amenable groups can be treated.
For general, possibly nonamenable groups G, we do not use pointwise ergodic theorems, but exploit a new notion of strong conservativeness that we introduce in Section 4 and that is of independent interest.
Also, all past results determining the type of a nonsingular Bernoulli action G (X, µ) were making use of the assumption that lim g→∞ µ g (0) exists, at least when g tends to infinity inside an infinite subgroup G 0 < G. In this paper, we no longer need this assumption and, roughly speaking, use instead weak limits of probability distributions given by the values µ g (0) as g tends to infinity (see the proof of Lemma 6.5).
In the special case where G is abelian, we no longer need to make the assumption that µ g (0) stays away from 0 and 1. Theorem B is the first result determining the type of a nonsingular Bernoulli action in such a situation. An important step in the proof is to show that even when µ g (0) tends to zero, for every a ∈ G and for 'most' g tending to infinity, the quotient µ ga (0)/µ g (0) converges to 1 (see the proof of Lemma 3.1).
Once invariance under S G is proven, we can invoke [AP77, SV77] , where it is shown when S G (X, µ) is ergodic and what its type is. In Section 2.3, we recall these results on permutation actions.
Preliminaries

Nonsingular group actions: notations and terminology
Given a standard probability space (X, µ), a Borel map α : X → X is called nonsingular if µ(α −1 (U )) = 0 whenever U ⊂ X is a Borel set of measure zero. When α is a nonsingular Borel bijection, we denote the Radon-Nikodym derivative between µ and µ • α as
An action α of a countable group G by Borel bijections of X is called nonsingular if α g is nonsingular for every g ∈ G. Such a nonsingular action G (X, µ) is called ergodic if all G-invariant Borel subsets of X have measure 0 or 1. The action is called (essentially) free if g · x = x for all g ∈ G \ {e} and a.e. x ∈ X.
A free nonsingular action G (X, µ) is called conservative if for every nonnegligible Borel set U ⊂ X, there exists a g ∈ G \ {e} such that µ(U ∩ g · U ) > 0. The action is called dissipative if there exists a Borel set U ⊂ X such that all (g · U ) g∈G are disjoint and g∈G g · U has measure 1. Whenever G (X, µ) is free and nonsingular, there exist disjoint G-invariant Borel sets X 0 , X 1 ⊂ X such that G X 0 is conservative, G X 1 is dissipative and µ(X 0 ∪ X 1 ) = 1. Up to sets of measure zero, X 0 and X 1 are unique. Also,
dµ(x) < +∞ .
For more details on conservativeness of group actions, see e.g. [Aar97, Chapter 1].
Maharam extension and type
Fix a countable group G and a nonsingular action G (X, µ). The map
satisfies the 1-cocycle identity α(gh, x) = α(g, h · x) + α(h, x) for all g, h ∈ G and a.e. x ∈ X. Then,
is a group action, called the Maharam extension of G (X, µ) (see [Mah63] ). It is easy to check that the (infinite) measure dµ × e −t dt on X × R is G-invariant. The action G X × R commutes with the action R X × R given by s ·(x, t) = (x, t + s). Defining (Z, η) as the space of ergodic components of G (X, µ), so that the algebra of G-invariant functions L ∞ (X × R) G can be identified with L ∞ (Z, η), we find the nonsingular action R (Z, η), which is called the associated flow of G (X, µ) (see [Kri75] ). Up to conjugacy, this flow only depends on the measure class of µ.
Assume now that G (X, µ) is ergodic. The ratio set r(α) of G α (X, µ) (see [Kri70] ) is the closed subset of [0, +∞) consisting of all t ∈ [0, +∞) satisfying the following property: for every ε > 0 and for every nonnegligible Borel set U ⊂ X, there exists a g ∈ G and a nonnegligible Borel set V ⊂ U such that g · V ⊂ U and |dµ(g · x)/dµ(x) − t| < ε for every x ∈ V. Since r(α) ∩ (0, +∞) is a closed multiplicative subgroup of R * + , we are thus in precisely one of the following cases. We refer to [Kri70] for further details.
1. r(α) = {1}. This corresponds to the case where there exists a G-invariant measure µ 1 ∼ µ.
When µ is atomic, the action G (X, µ) is said to be of type I. When µ is nonatomic and µ 1 (X) < +∞, the action G (X, µ) is said to be of type II 1 . When µ is nonatomic and µ 1 (X) = +∞, the action G (X, µ) is said to be of type II ∞ .
2. r(α) = {0, 1}. Then the action G (X, µ) is said to be of type III 0 .
3. r(α) = {0} ∪ {λ n | n ∈ Z} for some λ ∈ (0, 1). Then the action G (X, µ) is said to be of type III λ . 4. r(α) = [0, +∞). Then the action G (X, µ) is said to be of type III 1 .
The types are also determined by the associated flow of the action, see [Kri75] . The action G (X, µ) is of type I or II if and only if the associated flow is conjugate with the translation action of R on itself. The action is of type III λ with λ ∈ (0, 1) if and only if the associated flow is conjugate with the translation action of R on R/Z log λ. The action is of type III 1 if and only if the associated flow is trivial, meaning that the Maharam extension G X × R is ergodic. Finally, the action is of type III 0 if and only if the associated flow is properly ergodic, meaning that every orbit of R (Z, η) has measure zero. It also follows that log(r(α) ∩ (0, +∞)) is the kernel of the associated flow, i.e. the subgroup of s ∈ R that act trivially on Z a.e.
Both the ratio set and the associated flow of an ergodic nonsingular action G (X, µ) only depend on the orbit equivalence relation R(G X) = {(g · x, x) | g ∈ G, x ∈ X}. The associated flow is identical to the flow of weights of the von Neumann algebra of R(G X).
Permutation actions on infinite products
Given a countably infinite set I, denote by S I the group of finite permutations of I. Whenever (X, µ) = i∈I ({0, 1}, µ i ) is a product probability space with µ i (0) ∈ (0, 1) for all i ∈ I, we consider the natural nonsingular action S I (X, µ) given by permuting the coordinates:
Note that (X, µ) = i∈I ({0, 1}, µ i ) is nonatomic if and only if
By [AP77, Theorem 1.1], the action S I (X, µ) is ergodic if and only if the nonatomicity condition (2.1) holds. Assuming that (2.1) holds, [SV77, Theorem 1.2] says that S I (X, µ) is of type III, unless there exists a subset I 0 ⊂ I with infinite complement I 1 ⊂ I and a λ ∈ (0, 1) such that i∈I 0
In the latter case, the action is of type II 1 when I 0 is finite and of type II ∞ when I 0 is infinite.
We now deduce from [DL16, Proposition 1.5] the following result.
Proposition 2.1. Let I be a countably infinite set and (X, µ) = i∈I ({0, 1}, µ i ) a product probability space with µ i (0) ∈ (0, 1) for all i ∈ I.
is ergodic and of type III 1 .
2. If λ, λ ′ ∈ (0, 1) are both limit values of µ i (0) for i → ∞, then S I (X, µ) is ergodic and
belongs to the ratio set of S I (X, µ).
In the proof of Proposition 2.1, we make use of the so called homoclinic equivalence relation R I on (X, µ) defined by x ∼ x ′ if and only if x i = x ′ i for all but finitely many i ∈ I. Note that the orbit equivalence relation of S I (X, µ) is a subequivalence relation of R I . For every ρ ∈ R, we consider the 1-cocycle
Proof. If µ i (0) admits a limit value in (0, 1), it follows that (2.1) holds. So by [AP77, Theorem 1.1], the action S I (X, µ) is ergodic.
We denote by
the logarithm of the Radon-Nikodym cocycle for S I (X, µ). Consider the Maharam extension
Assume that λ ∈ (0, 1) is a limit point of
We prove that F is γ ρ -invariant, in the sense that
Fix i ∈ I and take a sequence j n ∈ I \ {i} such that j n → ∞ and lim n µ jn (0) = λ. For every i, j ∈ I, denote by σ i,j the permutation of i and j. Identify (X, µ) = ({0, 1},
where (X 0 , µ 0 ) = j =i ({0, 1}, µ j ), and view elements of X as pairs (x i , x) with x i ∈ {0, 1} and x ∈ X 0 . Since F is S I -invariant, we have
where
Denote by ν the probability measure on R given by dν(t) = (1/2)e −|t| dt. Whenever F ⊂ I \ {i} is a finite subset,
whenever j n ∈ F. Since the Radon-Nikodym derivative of σ i,jn stays bounded, we can approximate F in L 1 -norm by such an F 0 and conclude that
for all H ∈ L ∞ ({0, 1} F × R) and all finite subsets F ⊂ I \ {i}.
In combination with (2.4), it follows that
the transformation given by changing the i'th coordinate, this means that
Since the graphs of the transformations (τ i ) i∈I generate the equivalence relation R I , it follows that (2.3) holds.
Under the hypothesis of the first point of the proposition, [DL16, Proposition 1.5] says that the 1-cocycle γ ρ is ergodic. This precisely means that F must be essentially constant, so that S I (X, µ) is of type III 1 .
When also λ ′ ∈ (0, 1) is a limit value of µ i (0) for i → ∞, we define ρ ′ = log((1 − λ ′ )/λ ′ ). Then (2.3) holds for both ρ and ρ ′ . It follows that F (x, t) = F (x, t − ρ + ρ ′ ) for a.e. (x, t) ∈ X × R. So, exp(ρ − ρ ′ ) belongs to the ratio set of S I (X, µ).
Nonsingular Bernoulli actions
Given a countable group G and a family of probability measures (µ g ) g∈G on {0, 1} satisfying µ g (0) ∈ (0, 1) for all g ∈ G, we consider the Bernoulli action given by
By Kakutani's criterion for the equivalence of product measures in [Kak48] , the Bernoulli action G (X, µ) is nonsingular if and only if
then (2.6) is equivalent with the condition
In that case, c :
is a well defined 1-cocycle for G with values in the left regular representation.
The product measure µ in (2.5) is nonatomic if and only if
For completeness, we include a proof of the following elementary lemma.
Lemma 2.2. Let G (X, µ) be a Bernoulli action as in (2.5). Assume that µ is nonatomic and that
Proof. Let g = e. We have to prove that {x ∈ X | g · x = x} has measure zero. First assume that g has infinite order. Choosing representatives for the left cosets of the subgroup g Z ⊂ G, we find a subset H ⊂ G such that G = n∈Z g n H. Define I = n even g n H and J = n odd g n H.
We then find nonsingular bijections α : X 0 → X 1 and β :
Since µ is nonatomic, both µ 0 and µ 1 are nonatomic. If g · (x 0 , x 1 ) = (x 0 , x 1 ), we must have that x 1 = α(x 0 ) and the set of points {(x 0 , α(x 0 )) | x 0 ∈ X 0 } has measure zero.
If g has finite order n ≥ 2, we find a subset
We define (X k , µ k ) by taking the product over g k H and then reason similarly as above.
Ergodicity and type for Bernoulli actions of abelian groups
In this section, we prove the first part of Theorem A and Theorem B. The key technical lemma is the following result, saying that a nonsingular Bernoulli action of an abelian group G is either dissipative, or has the property that any G-invariant function for the Maharam extension is automatically invariant under the Maharam extension of the permutation action of S G . We actually prove this general dichotomy lemma for arbitrary amenable groups G and Bernoulli actions for which also the right shift is nonsingular. 
where β(σ, x) = log(dµ(σ · x)/dµ(x)).
Proof. For every a, b ∈ G with a = b, denote by σ a,b ∈ S G the permutation of a and b. Denote, for x 0 , x 1 ∈ {0, 1},
We then get that
An important step in the proof of the lemma is to show that for 'most' g ∈ G tending to infinity, D ga,gb (x 0 , x 1 ) is close to 1.
For every i ∈ {0, 1} and ε > 0, the set
where the last inequality follows from the nonsingularity of the right Bernoulli action and the Kakutani criterion in [Kak48] . By the nonsingularity of the left and the right Bernoulli action, we also have that
and claim 1 is proven.
Claim 2. The action G (X, µ) is either dissipative or conservative.
Denote by
dµ(x) < +∞ the dissipative part of X. We prove that D is invariant under the action S G (X, µ). By [AP77, Theorem 1.1], this last action is ergodic, so that claim 2 follows.
Fix a, b ∈ G. It suffices to prove that µ(σ a,b · D △ D) = 0. Take ε = 1/2 and define the sets
To conclude the proof of claim 2, it then suffices to prove that
dµ(x) < +∞ for all i ∈ {0, 1} and a.e. x ∈ X. (3.3)
For k ∈ G and i ∈ {0, 1}, write U k,i = {x ∈ X | x k = i}. For every k ∈ G and i ∈ {0, 1}, we have
where the last inequality follows from claim 1. Since k∈G U k,i has a complement of measure zero, we conclude that (3.3) holds. So claim 2 is proven.
For the rest of the proof, we may now assume that G (X, µ) is conservative. Choose any pmp action G (Y, η) and consider the diagonal product G X × R × Y with the Maharam extension of G (X, µ). We have to prove that (3.1) holds for any G-invariant function in L ∞ (X ×R×Y ). The Maharam extension preserves the infinite measure dµ×e −t dt. We replace this measure by an absolutely continuous probability measure, which is no longer invariant, but still has good regularity properties. By doing this, as we are working on a probability space, all bounded invariant functions are integrable and this fact is crucial for our method which makes use of ratio ergodic theorems.
Define the probability measure ν on R given by dν(t) = (1/2) exp(−|t|).
satisfying the following two properties.
• There exists a finite subset
• The function F is uniformly continuous in the R-variable.
Since the linear span of
, it suffices to prove that for all F ∈ C, we have that
for all ε > 0, a, b ∈ G and a.e. (x, t, y) ∈ X × R × Y . Fix F ∈ C, ε > 0 and a, b ∈ G. Take 0 < δ < ε such that |F (x, t, y)− F (x, s, y)| ≤ ε for all x ∈ X, y ∈ Y and s, t ∈ R with |s − t| ≤ δ.
Claim 3. For a.e. (x, t) ∈ X × R, we have
Using the notation of claim 1, take η > 0 small enough such that G \ V ⊂ W 0,η ∪ W 1,η . We now proceed as in the proof of (3.3). Fix i ∈ {0, 1}, k ∈ G and write
by claim 1. Since k∈G U k,i × R has a complement of measure zero, we conclude that
Applying [D18, Theorem A.1] to the nonsingular action G (X ×R×Y, µ×η) and the function F , we find an increasing sequence of finite subsets
is conservative, using claim 3 and the finiteness of F, we also get that
for any probability measure ζ that is equivalent with µ and a.e. (x, t, y)
.
. When g ∈ U , we have ga, gb ∈ F. Using (3.2), we get that
for all g ∈ U and a.e. (x, t, y). Since |R ga,gb (x a , x b )| ≤ δ for all g ∈ U ⊂ V , we conclude that
for all g ∈ U and a.e. (x, t, y).
Note that dν(t + s)/dν(t) ≤ exp(|s|) for all s, t ∈ R. By (3.2), we get that
so that for all g ∈ U and all (x, t) ∈ X × R,
Since F ∞ ≤ 1, a combination of (3.5), (3.6) and (3.7) implies that (3.4) holds. This concludes the proof of the lemma.
Using Lemma 3.1, we immediately get the following dichotomy. Since for abelian groups G, the left Bernoulli shift by g ∈ G equals the right Bernoulli shift by g −1 , the first part of Theorem A is a direct consequence of the following theorem.
Theorem 3.2. Let G be an amenable group and
Assume that µ is nonatomic and that also the right Bernoulli shift is nonsingular.
We now use Lemma 3.1 to prove the following slightly more precise version of Theorem B.
Recall that a nonsingular ergodic action G (X, µ) is said to be of stable type T if for any ergodic pmp action G (Y, η), the diagonal action G X × Y is of type T .
Theorem 3.3. Let G be an infinite abelian group and G (X, µ) = g∈G ({0, 1}, µ g ) any nonsingular Bernoulli action, with µ g (0) ∈ (0, 1) for all g ∈ G. Assume that G is not locally finite and denote by L ⊂ [0, 1] the set of limit values of µ g (0) for g → ∞. Assume that µ is nonatomic and that 
In particular, if G is a non locally finite abelian group, only singletons and perfect sets arise as the set of limit points of µ g (0) for a nonsingular conservative Bernoulli action. In the locally finite case, the situation is different: every closed subset of [0, 1] may arise as the set of limit points and there are Bernoulli actions of type II ∞ . We prove this in Propositions 3.5 and 3.6 below.
Proof. We first deduce from the nonsingularity of G (X, µ) that the following holds: if λ ∈ L is an isolated point, then L = {λ}.
If G \ W is infinite, then W ⊂ G is a nontrivial almost invariant set, meaning that the group G has more than one end. By the version of Stallings' theorem for possibly infinitely generated groups (see [DD89, Theorem IV.6 .10] and Remark 6.7 below), since G is abelian and not locally finite, this implies that G is virtually cyclic.
Choose a finite index copy of Z inside G. Then, W ∩ Z is a nontrivial almost invariant subset of Z. So, W ∩ Z contains either [n 0 , +∞) or (−∞, −n 0 ] for large enough n 0 ∈ N. We assume that [n 0 , +∞) ⊂ W and the other case is handled analogously. Taking n 0 large enough, we find a δ > 0 such that
2 ≥ δ whenever a ≤ −n 0 and b ≥ n 0 .
Essentially repeating the computation in [VW17, Proposition 4.1], we have for every a ≤ −2n 0 ,
It follows that
. Since Z has finite index in G, also G (X, µ) is dissipative, contrary to our assumptions.
So we have proven that L is either a singleton or a perfect set. Choose any ergodic pmp action G (Y, η) and consider the diagonal action
If L is a perfect set, it follows from the second point of Proposition 2.1 that S G (X, µ) is of type III 1 . Therefore, F only depends on the Y -variable. Since G (Y, η) is ergodic, it follows that F is essentially constant. So, G (X, µ) is of stable type III 1 .
When L = {λ} with λ ∈ (0, 1), we get that lim g→∞ µ g (0) = λ. If g∈G (µ g (0) − λ) 2 < +∞, we have that µ ∼ ν G where ν(0) = λ. In that case, G (X, µ) is of stable type II 1 . If g∈G (µ g (0) − λ) 2 = +∞, the first point of Proposition 2.1 says that S G (X, µ) is of type III 1 and we again conclude that G (X, µ) is of stable type III 1 .
It remains to consider the cases L = {0} and L = {1}. By symmetry, we may assume that lim g→∞ µ g (0) = 0. By [SV77, Theorem 1.2], the action S G (X, µ) is of type III (see the discussion in Section 2.3). Denote by R γ (Z, ζ) the flow associated to S G (X, µ). Since F is invariant under the Maharam extension of S G (X, µ), it follows that the flow associated to G (X, µ) is a factor of the flow R Z × Y given by t · (z, y) = (γ t (z), y). So, the flow associated to G (X, µ) cannot be the translation action of R on R and we conclude that G (X, µ) is of stable type III.
In the locally finite case, the situation is quite different. 
The action G (X, µ) is of type II ∞ if and only if there exists an infinite almost invariant subset
In Proposition 3.6 below, we show that each of the cases in Theorem 3.4 does occur, including type II ∞ , for any infinite locally finite group G.
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, the flow associated to G (X, µ) is an R-factor of the flow associated to S G (X, µ). So whenever S G (X, µ) is of type III, also G (X, µ) is of type III.
Denote by L ⊂ [0, 1] the set of limit values of
is of type III (see the discussion in Section 2.3). If L ∩ (0, 1) contains at least two points, it follows from the second point of Proposition 2.1 that S G (X, µ) is of type III.
It remains to consider the case where L ∩ (0, 1) = {λ}. Take ε > 0 such that 0 < ε < λ < 1 − ε < 1. Define W = {g ∈ G | ε < µ g (0) < 1 − ε}. Write V = G \ W . Since 0, 1 and λ are the only possible limit values of µ g (0) as g → ∞, it follows from Kakutani's criterion (2.6) that W and V are almost invariant subsets of G. If the left hand side of (3.8) equals +∞, it again follows from [SV77, Theorem 1.2] that S G (X, µ) is of type III.
So we may assume that (3.8) holds. If V is finite, it follows that also g∈G (µ g (0) − λ) 2 < +∞. Defining the probability measure ν on {0, 1} with ν(0) = λ, we find that µ ∼ ν G , so that
Finally assume that (3.8) holds with V infinite. We prove that G (X, µ) is of type II ∞ . By Theorem 3.2, the action
Choose a decreasing subsequence V n ⊂ V such that |V \ V n | = n, which is possible because V is infinite. Then define the increasing sequence of subsets X n ⊂ X given by
By (3.9), the union n X n has a complement of measure zero. Denote by ν the probability measure on {0, 1} given by ν(0) = λ. Identifying X n with {0, 1} G\Vn , we define the probability measure ν n = ν G\Vn on X n . By construction, the restriction of µ to X n is equivalent with ν n .
Denote by R = R(G X) the orbit equivalence relation of G (X, µ). Since G (X, µ) is ergodic and µ is nonatomic, the equivalence relation R is ergodic and not of type I. So also the restriction R| Xn is ergodic and not of type I. We claim that the probability measure ν n is invariant under R| Xn . Once this claim is proven, note that ν n+m (X n ) = λ m . Since n X n has a complement of measure zero, it then follows that R is of type II ∞ .
To prove the claim, fix n ∈ N and fix a finite subgroup Λ < G. It suffices to prove that R(Λ X)| Xn preserves the measure ν n . Define A 0 ⊂ A, B 0 ⊂ B and Y ⊃ X n given by
Since A and B are almost invariant subsets of G and V \ V n is finite, we get that A \ A 0 and B \ B 0 are finite sets. Write U = G \ (A 0 ∪ B 0 ) and identify Y = {0, 1} U . Define the probability measure ζ = ν U on Y . Since A 0 , B 0 and U are globally Λ-invariant, we get that Y is Λ-invariant and that ζ is a Λ-invariant probability measure. The restriction of ζ to X n equals λ |Vn\(A 0 ∪B 0 )| ν n . So, ν n is invariant under R(Λ X)| Xn and the claim is proven.
In the following result, we prove that for many Bernoulli actions of locally finite groups, the type is the same as the type for the associated permutation actions. We then use this in Proposition 3.6 below to prove that all possible types may occur.
Proposition 3.5. Let G be an infinite locally finite group and (λ n ) n∈N any sequence in (0, 1).
1. There exists a strictly increasing sequence of subgroups G n ⊂ G with the following properties:
n G n = G and, writing µ g (0) = λ n for all g ∈ G n \ G n−1 , both the left and the right Bernoulli action of G on (X, µ) = g∈G ({0, 1}, µ g ) are nonsingular and conservative.
2. Whenever G n ⊂ G is a strictly increasing sequence of subgroups with n G n = G satisfying the conclusions of point 1, the Maharam extension G X × R of the Bernoulli action and the Maharam extension S G X × R of the permutation action have the same fixed point algebra:
Proof. 1. When g ∈ G n and k ∈ G \ G n , we have µ gk = µ k . So for any choice of G n , the action G (X, µ) is nonsingular. Although the value of µ e (0) is irrelevant, to avoid confusion, we assume that G 0 = ∅ and that G n is a finite subgroup for every n ≥ 1. We define µ g (0) = λ n for all g ∈ G n \ G n−1 and all n ≥ 1.
For any finite subset F ⊂ G, using the convexity of a → a −1 , we have
dµ(x) . (3.10)
Given any choice of G n , we have for every g ∈ G n \ G n−1 that
Since this last expression only depends on the sequence λ n and the cardinalities |G m \ G m−1 | with m ≤ n − 1, we can inductively choose G n large enough such that
dµ(x) < 1 n .
It then follows from (3.10) that
2. When g ∈ G n and k ∈ G \ G n , we have µ kg = µ k , so that also the right Bernoulli action on (X, µ) is nonsingular. Thus by Lemma 3.1, we have
To prove the converse, assume that F ∈ L ∞ (X × R) S G . Fix n 0 ∈ N and g 0 ∈ G n 0 . For every n ≥ n 0 , define the finite permutation
For n ≥ n 0 , also define the measure preserving transformation ζ n : X → X given by
Since F is S G -invariant, we find that
for all n ≥ n 0 and a.e. (x, t) ∈ X × R. When n → +∞, we have F (ζ n (x), t) → F (x, t) weakly * . So we conclude that F is g 0 -invariant. Since this holds for all g 0 ∈ G n 0 and all n 0 ∈ N, the proposition is proven. Proof. Obviously, G admits a pmp Bernoulli action of type II 1 . Taking λ ∈ (0, 1) and applying Proposition 3.5 to the sequence 1/2, (1 + λ) −1 , 1/2, (1 + λ) −1 , . . ., we obtain a conservative Bernoulli action with the following properties. By Theorem 3.2, the action G (X, µ) is weakly mixing. By Proposition 2.1, λ belongs to the ratio set of S G (X, µ). By construction, the Radon-Nikodym derivative of S G (X, µ) only takes values that are powers of λ. So, S G (X, µ) is of type III λ . By Proposition 3.5, also G (X, µ) is of type III λ .
Choosing λ 1 , λ 2 ∈ (0, 1) generating a dense subgroup of R * + , applying the same reasoning to the sequence 1/2, (1 + λ 1 ) −1 , (1 + λ 2 ) −1 , 1/2, . . ., we obtain a weakly mixing nonsingular Bernoulli action G (X, µ) of type III 1 .
Next, fix λ ∈ (0, 1) and consider the sequence λ n = λ 2 n . By Proposition 3.5, we find a strictly increasing sequence of subgroups G n < G so that the associated Bernoulli action is nonsingular and conservative. From the proof of Proposition 3.5, we see that we can find such G n with |G n \ G n−1 | growing arbitrarily fast. So by [HO83] (see also [GSW84, Section 3]), we can make this choice so that the homoclinic equivalence relation R G on (X, µ) is of type III 0 (see Section 2.3 for the definition of R G ). By Proposition 3.5, it follows that
By Theorem 3.2, G (X, µ) is weakly mixing. By (3.11), the (ergodic) flow associated to G (X, µ) admits a properly ergodic flow of R as an R-factor. So also G (X, µ) is of type III 0 .
Finally, we construct an example of type II ∞ . Fix λ ∈ (0, 1). Inductively choose a strictly increasing sequence of finite subgroups G n < G such that
Note that this only imposes to choose G 2n+1 much larger than G 2n . At the even steps, we just require G 2n to be strictly larger than G 2n−1 .
Next choose a sequence γ n ∈ (0, 1) tending to zero sufficiently fast such that
Define the probability measures µ g on {0, 1} given by µ g (0) = γ n if g ∈ G 2n \ G 2n−1 for some n ≥ 1, while µ g (0) = 1 − λ if g ∈ G 2n+1 \ G 2n for some n ≥ 0. The associated Bernoulli action G (X, µ) is nonsingular. We prove that it is weakly mixing and of type II ∞ .
Consider the orbit equivalence relation R = R(G X). Write
Then, µ(X 1 ) > 0 and we denote ν = µ(X 1 ) −1 µ| X 1 . The argument at the end of the proof of Theorem 3.4 shows that the restriction of R to X 1 preserves the probability measure ν. Below, we prove that the equivalence relation R| X 1 has infinite orbits a.e. Since this equivalence relation is probability measure preserving, it follows that it is conservative. By construction, G·X 1 has a complement of measure zero, so that also G (X, µ) is conservative. By Theorems 3.2 and 3.4, G (X, µ) is weakly mixing and of type II ∞ .
For every n ≥ 1, define the subsets Y n ⊂ X 1 given by
By the Borel-Cantelli lemma, almost every x ∈ X 1 has the property that x ∈ Y n for all large enough n. When x ∈ ∞ n=n 0 Y n , we can pick for every n ≥ n 0 an element g n ∈ G 2n+1 \ G 2n such that x gnk = 1 for all k ∈ G 2n . We claim that g −1 n · x ∈ X 1 for all n ≥ n 0 . When k ∈ G 2n , we
n · x) k = x gnk = 1, because x ∈ X 1 . The claim that g −1 n · x ∈ X 1 follows. By Lemma 2.2, the action G (X, µ) is essentially free. We conclude that R| X 1 has infinite orbits a.e.
Strongly conservative actions
Lemma 4.1. Let G be a countable group and G (X, µ) a nonsingular action on a standard probability space (X, µ). Let η be a probability measure on G. Then the map
is unital, positive and measure preserving.
Proof. Consider the probability measure η × µ on G × X. Define the probability measure ν on X given by
with the traces given by η × µ, ν, µ. Then,
are trace preserving, unital * -homomorphisms. Denote by E i : A → π i (A i ) the unique trace preserving conditional expectations. Then,
Motivated by Lemma 4.1, we introduce the following ad hoc definition.
Definition 4.2. Let G be a countable group and G (X, µ) a nonsingular action on a standard probability space (X, µ). We say that a sequence of probability measures η n on G is strongly recurrent if
We say that G (X, µ) is strongly conservative if such a strongly recurrent sequence of probability measures exists. Proposition 4.3. Let G be a countable group and G (X, µ) a nonsingular action on a standard probability space (X, µ).
If
2. If G is amenable and G (X, µ) is conservative, then the uniform probability measures η n on a right Følner sequence F n ⊂ G are strongly recurrent, so that G (X, µ) is strongly conservative.
A sequence of probability measures
is strongly recurrent.
Proof. 1. For every probability measure η on G, write supp(η) = {g ∈ G | η(g) > 0}. By convexity of the function t → t −1 , we have for every probability measure η on G that
is not conservative, we can choose a nonnegligible Borel set U ⊂ X and M > 0 such that
for all x ∈ U . It then follows that the left hand side of (4.1) is always greater or equal than M −1 µ(U ). So, G (X, µ) is not strongly conservative.
2. Let F n ⊂ G be a right Følner sequence and define η n as the uniform probability measure on F n . Let ε > 0. Since G (X, µ) is conservative, we can fix a finite subset L ⊂ G such that
Since F n is a right Følner sequence, we can take n 0 such that
for all n ≥ n 0 . When g ∈ F ′ n , we have L ⊂ F −1 n g. Also, for every g ∈ F n , we have that e ∈ F −1 n g so that
for all x ∈ X. Therefore, for all n ≥ n 0 ,
So the sequence η n is strongly recurrent and G (X, µ) is strongly conservative.
3. Let η be a probability measure on G. By convexity of t → t −1 , we have
It follows that the left hand side of (4.1) is bounded above by the expression in (4.2).
Lemma 4.4. Let G be a countable group and G (X, µ) a strongly conservative nonsingular action on a standard probability space (X, µ). Let ϕ ∈ Aut(X, µ) be a nonsingular automorphism satisfying the following two properties.
There exist a C > 0 such that
for all g ∈ G and a.e. x ∈ X.
2. There is an L 1 -dense set of functions F 0 ∈ L ∞ (X) with the property that
Proof. Fix a sequence of probability measures η n on G satisfying (4.1). Denote
By definition, h∈G ξ n (h, x) = 1 for all x ∈ X and n ∈ N. By Lemma 4.1, the maps
We claim that for every fixed h ∈ G, we have lim n ξ n (h, ·) 1 = 0. To prove this claim, first note that by changing the variable x to g −1 · x, we get that
dµ(x) .
(4.5)
Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we conclude that
Applying (4.5) to h = e, it follows that ξ n (h, ·) 1 ≤ ξ n (e, ·) 1 . Condition (4.1) is precisely saying that ξ n (e, ·) 1 → 0. So the claim is proven. Now assume that F : X → [0, 1] is G-invariant. We have to prove that F (ϕ(x)) = F (x) for a.e. x ∈ X. Choose ε > 0. Take a function F 0 : X → [0, 1] satisfying (4.4) with F − F 0 1 < ε. Then take a finite subset F ⊂ G such that |F 0 (g · ϕ(x)) − F 0 (g · x)| < ε for all g ∈ G \ F and all x ∈ X. Using the claim above, fix n large enough such that
It follows from (4.6) that
Since F = θ n (F ), we get that
Let C > 0 be the constant given by (4.3). It follows that
Define the map
Since |F 0 (h · ϕ(x)) − F 0 (h · x)| ≤ ε for all h ∈ G \ F and all x ∈ X, we conclude that
By (4.3), we get that ξ n (h, ϕ(x)) ≤ C 2 ξ n (h, x) for all h ∈ G and a.e. x ∈ X. It follows that for all H ∈ L ∞ (X), and for a.e. x ∈ X,
In combination with (4.7) and (4.8), it follows that
Since F is G-invariant, we also find that
Since F ∞ ≤ 1, it follows that
So we conclude that F • ϕ − F 1 < 2(C + 1) 2 ε. Since this holds for all ε > 0, we get that F (ϕ(x)) = F (x) for a.e. x ∈ X.
Ergodicity of Bernoulli actions of arbitrary groups
Let G be a countable group. Fix 0 < δ < 1/2 and fix probability measures µ g on {0,
Then the Bernoulli action
is nonsingular.
We start by proving the second half of Theorem A. x, y) ) for all g ∈ G \ Fs −1 and all (x, y) ∈ X × Y . The transformation τ s × id also satisfies (4.3) with
Let F ∈ L ∞ (X × Y ) be a G-invariant function. It follows from Lemma 4.4 that F (τ s (x), y) = F (x, y) for all s ∈ G and a.e. (x, y) ∈ X × Y . This means that F only depends on the second variable. But then, F must be constant a.e., by the ergodicity of G (Y, η).
Proposition 4.1 in [VW17] provides a sufficient condition for the conservativeness of a Bernoulli action. We modify that argument to obtain the following criterion for strong conservativeness, thus implying ergodicity and weak mixing by Theorem 5.1. For later use, we also prove that the Maharam extension stays strongly conservative.
For every α > 0, we define the probability measure ν α on R given by
Assume that κ > δ −1 (1 − δ) −1 and that
Then the Bernoulli action G (X, µ) is strongly conservative.
More precisely, whenever δ −1 (1 − δ) −1 < κ 1 < κ, there exists a sequence of probability measures η n on G satisfying 
Note that when δ is close to 0, then the bound in Proposition 5.3, guaranteeing strong conservativeness and ergodicity, is sharper than the conservativeness bound in [VW17, Proposition 4.1].
Proof. Fix δ −1 (1 − δ) −1 < κ 1 < κ. Choose κ 2 such that κ 1 < κ 2 < κ. By (4.2) in [VW17], we can fix an increasing sequence s n ∈ (0, +∞) tending to infinity and finite subsets F n ⊂ G such that for all n, we have that
Define η n as the uniform probability measure on F n . We prove that the sequence η n satisfies (5.3).
It then follows that
Next assume that η n is any sequence of probability measures satisfying (5.3). We first prove that η n is strongly recurrent for G (X, µ).
With convergence a.e. we have that
With a similar computation as in the proof of [VW17, Proposition 4.1], by (5.4) and Fatou's lemma, we have
From (5.5) and (5.3), it follows that the sequence η n satisfies (4.2). By Proposition 4.3, the sequence η n is strongly recurrent.
Finally, having fixed κ 1 with κ 0 < κ 1 < κ, we construct an α 0 > 0 such that any sequence of probability measures satisfying (5.3) is strongly recurrent for the Maharam extension G (X × R, µ × ν α ), for all α ∈ (0, α 0 ).
First note that
Writing µ α = µ × ν α , it follows that
for all (x, t) ∈ X × R and k ∈ G.
Using a second order Taylor expansion, we get that for every β > 0 and a, b ∈ [δ, 1 − δ], there exist c and d lying between a and b such that
we conclude that
and η β → κ 0 = δ −1 (1 − δ) −1 when β → 1.
Take α 0 > 0 small enough such that η 1±α ≤ κ 1 for all α ∈ (0, α 0 ). Combining (5.6) and (5.7), and making a similar computation as in (5.5), we find that
for all α ∈ (0, α 0 ) and all k ∈ G. In combination with (5.3), it again follows that the sequence η n satisfies (4.2), so that η n is strongly recurrent for the Maharam extension G (X × R, µ α ).
The type of Bernoulli actions of arbitrary groups
Recall that a subset W ⊂ G of a group G is called almost invariant if |gW △ W | < ∞ for every g ∈ G. A group G is said to have more than one end if G admits an almost invariant subset W ⊂ G such that both W and G \ W are infinite. By the version of Stallings' theorem for possibly infinitely generated groups (see [DD89, Theorem IV.6 .10] and the discussion in Remark 6.7), the groups with more than one end can be exactly described. 
For nonsingular Bernoulli actions satisfying the conservativeness criterion in Proposition 5.3, by Theorem 6.3 below, also the converse of the second statement in Theorem 6.1 holds: if such a Bernoulli action is of type III λ for some λ ∈ (0, 1), then G must have more than one end.
We derive Theorem 6.1 from a general result determining the (stable) type of an arbitrary nonsingular Bernoulli action G (X, µ), provided that µ g (0) ∈ [δ, 1 − δ] for all g ∈ G and provided that the conservativeness criterion in Proposition 5.3 holds.
When W ⊂ G is an almost invariant subset, c W : g → 1 W − 1 gW is a 1-cocycle with values in ℓ 1 (G) ⊂ ℓ 2 (G). The cocycle c W is a coboundary if and only if either W or its complement
) the linear span of all 1-cocycles c W associated with almost invariant subsets W ⊂ G. Under the above hypotheses, we prove in the following theorem that G (X, µ) is of stable type III 1 , unless the associated 1-cocycle c is inner (in which case we obviously get a measure preserving Bernoulli action) or the group G has more than one end and c is cohomologous to a 1-cocycle in Z 1 ai (G, ℓ 2 (G)) (in which case, type III λ with λ ∈ (0, 1) is possible).
. Assume that at least one of the following conditions hold.
• G is amenable and G (X, µ) is conservative.
• We have
Then the following holds.
1. If c is a coboundary, then G (X, µ) is of stable type II 1 and µ ∼ ν G for some probability measure ν on {0, 1}.
If c is not a coboundary, but cohomologous to a
is of type III λ for some λ ∈ (0, 1] and the precise (stable) type is given in Remark 6.4.
If c is not cohomologous to a
Note that Theorem C stated in the introduction is a special case of Theorem 6.3.
Remark 6.4. Write γ(g) = µ g (0). The cocycle c in Theorem 6.3 not being a coboundary, but cohomologous to a 1-cocycle in Z 1 ai (G, ℓ 2 (G)), is equivalent to the existence of a partition G = W 1 ⊔ · · · ⊔ W n of G into 2 ≤ n < +∞ disjoint almost invariant infinite subsets and the existence of a function ζ : G → [δ, 1 − δ] taking (distinct) constant values λ i on each W i , such that γ − ζ ∈ ℓ 2 (G). The type and stable type of G (X, µ) are then determined as follows in terms of ζ.
When W ⊂ G is almost invariant, composing the 1-cocycle c W with the sum ℓ 1 (G) → C, we get that
is a group homomorphism.
Define the subgroup Λ ⊂ R generated by
and define the group homomorphism As for the proof of Theorems 3.3 and 3.4, the main technical step is to prove that functions that are invariant under the Maharam extension of G (X, µ) are automatically invariant under the Maharam extension of the permutation action S G (X, µ). So we prove the following variant of Lemma 3.1. The proof of the lemma is a substantial refinement of the proofs of Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 5.1. Given a G-invariant function F ∈ L ∞ (X × R), we study the behavior of F (τ s (x), t), where τ s ∈ Aut(X, µ) changes the s'th coordinate. Compared to the proof of Lemma 3.1, two complications arise. First, it need no longer be true that µ ga (0)/µ gb (0) essentially converges to 1 as g → ∞ with a, b fixed. Secondly, as G can be nonamenable, we cannot apply the ergodic theorem of [D18, Theorem A.1], but we have to use Lemma 4.1 instead.
Lemma 6.5. Assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 6.3 hold. If G (Y, η) is any ergodic pmp action and G X × R × Y is its diagonal product with the Maharam extension of
Before proving Lemma 6.5, we prove the following result about arbitrary ergodic nonsingular actions. Given H ∈ L ∞ (R), we define
Since the translation action of R on L ∞ (R) is weak * continuous, per(H) is always a closed subgroup of R.
Lemma 6.6. Let G be any countable group and G (Z, ζ) any nonsingular ergodic action with Maharam extension G Z × R. Let F : Z × R → C be a bounded G-invariant Borel function. Then exactly one of the following statements holds.
The function F is essentially constant.
2. For a.e. z ∈ Z, we have that per(F (z, ·)) = {0}.
3. There exists a p > 0 such that per(F (z, ·)) = pZ for a.e. z ∈ Z.
Proof. Since F induces the Borel map z → F (z, ·) from Z to L ∞ (R) equipped with the weak * topology, the set of z ∈ Z such that F (z, ·) is essentially constant, is Borel. By the G-invariance of F , this set is G-invariant. So either 1 holds, or we find a G-invariant Borel set U ⊂ Z with ζ(U ) = 1 such that for every z ∈ U , the function F (z, ·) is not essentially constant. In the latter case, we define the Borel set
So (z, p) ∈ E if and only if p ∈ per (F (z, ·) ). For z ∈ U , the function F (z, ·) is not essentially constant, so that per(F (z, ·)) = R. It follows that for every z ∈ U , there is a unique p(z) ≥ 0 such that per(F (z, ·)) = p(z)Z. By the G-invariance of F , the map z → p(z) is G-invariant. Since the map (z, p) → z from E to U is countable-to-one, p is Borel.
So either p(z) = 0 for a.e. z ∈ U and 2 holds, or p(z) = p > 0 for a.e. z ∈ U and 3 holds.
We are now ready to prove Lemma 6.5.
Proof of Lemma 6.5. Let G (Y, η) be an ergodic pmp action and Case 1. The function F is essentially constant.
Case 2. For a.e. (x, y) ∈ X × Y , we have that per(F (x, ·, y)) = {0}.
Case 3. There exists a p > 0 such that per(F (x, ·, y)) = pZ for a.e. (x, y) ∈ X × Y .
In case 1, (6.4) holds trivially.
Proof in case 2. As in the proof of Theorem 5.1, denote by τ : {0, 1} → {0, 1} : τ (i) = 1 − i the map that exchanges 0 and 1, and define, for every g ∈ G, the transformation τ g ∈ Aut(X, µ) given by changing the g'th coordinate. Denote
Writing C = log(
Notation. To every R ∈ R, we associate the function R : {0, 1} → R given by R(0) = R and R(1) = −R.
To prove the lemma in case 2, it suffices to prove the following statement.
Denote by ν α the probability measure on R given by dν α (t) = (α/2) exp(−α|t|)dt. Write µ α = µ × ν α . Fix α 0 > 0 such that there exists a sequence of probability measures η n on G that is strongly recurrent for G (X × R, µ α ) for each α ∈ (0, α 0 ). By the hypotheses of the theorem, Proposition 4.3 and Proposition 5.3, such an α 0 > 0 exists.
In view of applying Lemma 4.1, define
Note that k∈G p(α, n; k, x, t) = 1 for all α, n, x, t. Whenever α i → 0 in (0, α 0 ) and n i → +∞ in N, write p i (k, x) = p(α i , n i ; k, x, 0) and consider the probability measures on [−2C, 2C] given by
where δ(R) denotes the Dirac measure in R ∈ R. The main step towards proving claim 1, is to prove the following statement.
Claim 2. There exist sequences α i → 0 in (0, α 0 ) and n i → +∞ in N such that for all s ∈ G and a.e. x ∈ X, the probability measures ρ i (s, x) converge weakly * to a Dirac measure δ(ρ(s, x)) and
Note that for all s, t ∈ R,
We continuously use (6.6) to control the asymptotic independence of p(α, n; k, x, t) of the variable t, as α → 0.
We then find a constant C 1 ≥ 1 such that
1 p(α, n; k, x, t) ≤ p(α, n; k, τ s (x), t) ≤ C 1 p(α, n; k, x, t) for all α, n, k, s, x, t. (6.8)
We have now introduced enough notation to prove claim 2. We denote by · µα the L 1 -norm w.r.t. the probability measure µ α × η on X × R × Y . By Lemma 4.1, the maps
Also define, for arbitrary s ∈ G, the positive maps
Using (6.7) and (6.8), every positive
y) .
Since |R ks − R s | ≤ 2C, using (6.5) and (6.6), we then find a constant C 2 > 0 such that for every positive
for all k ∈ G \ Fs −1 .
As in the proof of Lemma 4.4, since η n is strongly recurrent for G (X × R, µ α ), we have for every fixed k ∈ G and α ∈ (0, α 0 ) that lim n→+∞ X×R p(α, n; k, x, t) dµ α (x, t) = 0 .
Then, using (6.8), we also have that lim n→+∞ X×R p(α, n; k, τ s (x), t) dµ α (x, t) = 0 , for every s ∈ G.
Therefore, as n → +∞, in the definition of Ψ α,n and Θ α,n,s , we may ignore the terms in the sum with k ∈ Fs −1 . We then conclude that
(6.9)
By the · µα -boundedness of Ψ α,n and Θ α,n,s , it then follows that (6.9) holds for all H ∈ L ∞ (X × R × Y ). In particular, (6.9) holds for H = F .
Finally, define
By the G-invariance of F , we have Ψ α,n (F ) = F and Θ α,n,s (F ) = Γ α,n,s (F ). So, we conclude that for every α ∈ (0, α 0 ) and every s ∈ G,
Fix any sequence α i → 0 in (0, α 0 ). We can then pick n i → +∞, such that
Using (6.6) and the fact that α i → 0, it follows that for a.e. (x, y) ∈ X × Y ,
(6.10)
Fix s ∈ G. Fix (x, y) ∈ X × Y such that (6.10) holds for both (x, y) and (τ s (x), y), and such that per(F (x, ·, y)) = {0}. Note that a.e. (x, y) ∈ X × Y has these properties. Let ρ 0 be any weak * limit point of the sequence of probability measures ρ i (s, x). We can then take a subsequence i j such that ρ i j (s, x) → ρ 0 weakly * and also ρ i j (s, τ s (x)) → ρ 1 weakly * , for some probability measure ρ 1 . For every H ∈ L ∞ (R), the map ρ → ρ * H is continuous from the space of probability measures on [−2C, 2C] equipped with the weak * topology to L ∞ (R) equipped with the weak * topology. By (6.10), we get that
But then (ρ 1 * ρ 0 ) * F (x, ·, y) = F (x, ·, y) a.e. Since per(F (x, ·, y)) = {0}, it follows from the Choquet-Deny theorem (see [CD60, Théorème 1]) that ρ 1 * ρ 0 is the Dirac measure in 0. We conclude that ρ 0 is a Dirac measure in some point a ∈ R. By (6.10), F (τ s (x), t, y) = F (x, t+a, y) for a.e. t ∈ R. Since per(F (x, ·, y)) = {0}, there is at most one a ∈ R satisfying this formula. So we have proved that each weak * limit point of ρ i (s, x) is the Dirac measure in the same point. Thus, claim 2 is proven.
Define the probability measures ζ i (s, x) on [−C, C] given by
From claim 2, we get that for all s ∈ G and a.e. x ∈ X, the probability measures ζ i (s, x) converge weakly * to a Dirac measure that we denote by δ(ζ(s, x)). By (6.8), we have for all k, g ∈ G and
We conclude that ζ(s, τ g (x)) = ζ(s, x) for all g ∈ G. This means that ζ(s, x) is essentially independent of the x variable. We thus define ζ s ∈ [−C, C] such that ζ(s, x) = ζ s for all s ∈ G and a.e. x ∈ X.
To prove claim 1, we have to show that ζ s does not depend on s ∈ G. Note that ζ s is the unique element of R satisfying F (τ s (x), t, y) = F (x, t + R s (x s ) − ζ s (x s ), y) for a.e. x, t, y. The uniqueness follows, because t → F (x, t, y) is not periodic. Moreover, by claim 2, whenever η n is a sequence of probability measures that is strongly recurrent for G (X × R, µ α ) for all α ∈ (0, α 0 ), we can choose α i → 0 and n i → +∞ such that ζ i (s, x) → δ(ζ s ) weakly * , for all s ∈ G and a.e. x ∈ X.
Claim 3. For every fixed s ∈ G, there exists a sequence of probability measures η n on G that is strongly recurrent for G (X × R, µ α ) for all α ∈ (0, α 0 ) and that moreover satisfies s · η n − η n 1 ≤ 2/3 for every n.
When G is amenable, claim 3 follows immediately from Proposition 4.3. Under the second hypothesis, fix κ 1 with δ −1 (1 − δ) −1 < κ 1 < κ and fix α 0 > 0 so that the conclusion of Proposition 5.3 holds. Fix κ 2 such that κ 1 < κ 2 < κ. By Proposition 5.3, take a sequence of probability measures η n on G such that
For every h ∈ G, the probability measure h · η n satisfies
Since c h −1 kh 2 ≤ c k 2 + 2 c h 2 and κ 1 < κ 2 , it follows that
for every h ∈ G. We apply this to h = s and h = s 2 . By Proposition 5.3, we conclude that the three sequences η n , s · η n and s 2 · η n are strongly recurrent for G (X × R, µ α ) for all α ∈ (0, α 0 ). It then follows that also η ′ n = (η n + s · η n + s 2 · η n )/3 satisfies (5.3) and is thus strongly recurrent for G (X × R, µ α ) for all α ∈ (0, α 0 ). By construction, s · η ′ n − η ′ n 1 ≤ 2/3 for every n, so that claim 3 is proven.
Fix s ∈ G and take η n as in claim 3. We now prove that ζ s = ζ e .
Note that p(α, n; ks
Using (6.6), it follows that for a.e. x ∈ X, lim sup i→+∞ k∈G
weakly * , for a.e. x ∈ X. Thus, δ(ζ s ) − δ(ζ e ) ≤ 2/3, so that ζ s = ζ e .
Since this holds for all s ∈ G, we find ρ ∈ [−C, C] such that ζ s = ρ for all s ∈ G. So, claim 1 is proven. This concludes the proof of the lemma in case 2.
Proof in case 3. Viewing F as a G-invariant function for G X × R/pZ × Y and using that the functions F (x, ·, y) have no other periodicity than given by pZ, the proof in case 3 is identical to the proof in case 2. Next consider the case where L = {λ 1 , . . . , λ n }. Recall that we denote γ(g) = µ g (0). We can then partition G into n infinite subsets G = W 1 ⊔· · ·⊔W n such that the function ζ : G → [δ, 1−δ] defined by ζ(g) = λ i whenever g ∈ W i , has the property that γ(g) − ζ(g) → 0 when g → ∞.
Since c g ∈ ℓ 2 (G), we have in particular that lim k→∞ c g (k) = 0 for every g ∈ G. This implies that each W i is almost invariant.
First assume that γ − ζ ∈ ℓ 2 (G). We prove that G (X, µ) is of stable type III 1 . Take i ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that g∈W i (γ(g) − λ i ) 2 = +∞. By the first point of Proposition 2.1, the permutation action
is of type III 1 . Since S W i ⊂ S G and F is S G -invariant, it follows in particular that F does not depend on the R-variable. Since G X × Y is ergodic, we conclude that F is essentially constant, so that G (X, µ) is of stable type III 1 .
If γ − ζ ∈ ℓ 2 (G), we distinguish the cases n = 1 and n ≥ 2. When n = 1, we find that c is a coboundary and µ ∼ ν G where ν(0) = λ 1 , so that G (X, µ) is of stable type II 1 .
If n ≥ 2, we find that c is not a coboundary, but that c is cohomologous to a 1-cocycle in Z 1 ai (G, ℓ 2 (G)). Replacing µ g (0) by ζ(g), we may assume that γ = ζ. Define the subgroup Λ ⊂ R by (6.2). By the second point of Proposition 2.1, exp(Λ) is a subset of the ratio set of S G (X, µ). So if Λ ⊂ R is dense, we get that S G (X, mu) is of type III 1 and conclude that G (X, µ) is of stable type III 1 .
If Λ = aZ for some a > 0, we conclude that F (x, t+a, y) = F (x, t, y) for a.e. (x, t, y) ∈ X×R×Y . From the definition of Λ, it also follows that β(σ, x) ∈ aZ for all σ ∈ S G , x ∈ X. Since F is invariant under the Maharam extension of S G (X, µ), we conclude that F does not depend on the X-variable. Since Λ = aZ, it follows from (6.7) that α(g, τ s (x)) ∈ α(g, x) + aZ for all g, s ∈ G and a.e. x ∈ X. So, modulo aZ, the function α(g, x) does not depend on x. A direct computation then gives that α(g, x) ∈ Ω(g) + aZ, where the group homomorphism Ω is defined by (6.3). Altogether we conclude that Remark 6.7. A countable group G is said to have more than one end if there exists an almost invariant subset W ⊂ G such that both W and G \ W are infinite. By Stallings' theorem and its version for groups that are not necessarily finitely generated (see [DD89, Theorem IV.6 .10]), the groups with more than one end are precisely the following groups.
• The virtually cyclic groups.
• The infinite, locally finite groups.
• The amalgamated free product groups A * C B with C finite, C < A and C < B proper subgroups and [A : C] + [B : C] ≥ 5.
• The HNN extensions HNN(A, C, α) with C finite, C < A a proper subgroup and α : C → A an injective group homomorphism.
Recall that HNN(A, C, α) is defined as the group generated by A and an element t, satisfying the relation t −1 at = α(a) for all a ∈ C. Also note that if C is finite and C < A, C < B both have index 2, then A * C B is virtually cyclic. Similarly, when C is finite and C = A, the HNN extension HNN(A, C, α) is virtually cyclic.
Whenever G is a countable group, W ⊂ G is an almost invariant subset and λ ∈ (0, 1), the Bernoulli action G g∈G ({0, 1}, µ g ) with
is nonsingular and is a candidate for being of type III λ .
However, when G = Z, up to a finite subset, the only almost invariant subsets are [0, +∞) and (−∞, 0]. Then for any λ ∈ (0, 1), the above nonsingular Bernoulli action is dissipative.
For the same reason, we have to rule out the virtually cyclic groups. And for the "smallest" amalgamated free products and HNN extensions, a certain subtlety arises.
Recall that an almost invariant subset W ⊂ G is said to be nontrivial if both W and G \ W are infinite. Note that (6.13) automatically holds when A or B is infinite. Similarly, (6.14) automatically holds if A is infinite.
Recall from (6.1) the group homomorphism Ω W : G → Z associated to an almost invariant subset W ⊂ G. The first condition in (6.12) means that Ω W (g) = 0 for all g ∈ G.
Proof. 1. Fix κ > 0. We construct an almost invariant subset of G using the method in the proof of [DD89, Theorem IV.6.10]. Write G as the union of a strictly increasing sequence of finite subgroups G n ⊂ G. After passing to a subsequence, we may assume that
Now let S ⊂ {1, 2, 3, . . .} be any infinite subset with infinite complement. Define
The subset W ⊂ G is almost invariant. Indeed, given g ∈ G, we can take m large enough such that g ∈ G m . Then, g(G n \ G n−1 ) = G n \ G n−1 for all n ≥ m + 1.
Fix n ∈ S and g ∈ G n \ G n−1 . We claim that |W \ g −1 W | ≤ |G n−1 |. Whenever m ≤ n − 1, we have g(G m \ G m−1 ) ⊂ gG m ⊂ G n \ G n−1 ⊂ W .
Whenever m ≥ n + 1, we have g(G m \ G m−1 ) = G m \ G m−1 . So we already get that
If w ∈ G n \ G n−1 and gw ∈ W , we must have gw ∈ G n−1 , because gw ∈ G n . So, we have proven that W \ g −1 W = g −1 G n−1 and the claim follows.
The claim says that |gW \ W | ≤ |G n−1 | for every n ∈ S and every g ∈ G n \ G n−1 . Then also g −1 ∈ G n \ G n−1 , so that also |W \ gW | ≤ |G n−1 |. We thus conclude that |W △ gW | ≤ 2|G n−1 | for all n ∈ S and all g ∈ G n \ G n−1 . It follows that by using (6.15). Since Ω W : G → Z is a group homomorphism and G is locally finite, we have that Ω W (g) = 0 for all g ∈ G. So (6.12) holds.
2. Let G = A * C B be an amalgamated free product as in the formulation of the proposition. A word a 0 b 1 a 1 · · · a n−1 b n a n with a i ∈ A and b i ∈ B, (6.16) is said to be reduced if b i ∈ B \ C for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and a i ∈ A \ C for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}. Reduced words with n ≥ 1 are never equal to the neutral element in G.
We define W ⊂ G as the set of elements g ∈ G that admit a reduced expression as in (6.16) with n ≥ 1 and a n = e. One checks that W ⊂ G is almost invariant and that the associated 1-cocycle c W (g) = 1 W − 1 gW satisfies c W (a) = 0 for all a ∈ A and c W (b) = 1 bC − 1 C for all b ∈ B. In particular, Ω W (g) = 0 for all g ∈ G.
Whenever g is given by a reduced expression as in (6.16), we get that c W (g) = (−1 a 0 C + 1 a 0 b 1 C ) + · · · + (−1 a 0 b 1 ···a n−1 C + 1 a 0 b 1 ···a n−1 bnC ) .
It follows that |W △ gW | = c W (g) 2 2 = 2n|C|. Choose representatives e ∈ A ⊂ A for A/C and e ∈ B ⊂ B for B/C. For a fixed n ≥ 1, the elements of G admitting a reduced expression as in (6.16) are exactly enumerated by taking a 0 ∈ A, b i ∈ B \ {e} for all i = 1, . . . , n, a i ∈ A \ {e} for all i = 1, . . . , n − 1 and a n ∈ A. There are thus exactly such elements. So when κ satisfies (6.13), then (6.12) holds.
3. Let G = HNN(A, C, α) be an HNN extension as in the formulation of the proposition. A word a 0 t ε 1 a 1 · · · a n−1 t εn a n with a i ∈ A and ε i ∈ {−1, 1}, (6.17) is said to be reduced if the following two conditions hold: if 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 and ε i = −1 and ε i+1 = 1, then a i ∈ A \ C; if 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 and ε i = 1 and ε i+1 = −1, then a i ∈ A \ α(C). Again, reduced words with n ≥ 1 are never equal to the neutral element in G.
We define W ⊂ G as the set of elements g ∈ G that admit a reduced expression as in (6.17) with n ≥ 1 and a n = e. One checks that W ⊂ G is almost invariant and that the associated 1-cocycle c W (g) = 1 W − 1 gW satisfies c W (a) = 0 for all a ∈ A and C W (t) = 1 Ct − 1 C . In particular, Ω W (g) = 0 for all g ∈ G.
Denote C 1 = C and C −1 = α(C). Also denote by g ·ξ the left translation by g ∈ G of a function ξ : G → R. Whenever g is given by a reduced expression as in (6.17), we get that c W (g) = − 1 a 0 Cε 1 + a 0 t ε 1 · 1 C −ε 1 − 1 a 1 Cε 2 + · · · + a 0 t ε 1 · · · a n−2 t ε n−1 · 1 C −ε n−1 − 1 a n−1 Cε n + a 0 t ε 1 · · · a n−1 t εn · 1 C −εn .
(6.18)
Although an element g ∈ G has several reduced expressions as in (6.17), the integer n is uniquely determined by the group element. It follows that the decomposition in (6.18) is orthogonal, so that |W △ gW | = c W (g) 2 2 ≤ 2n|C|. Choose representatives e ∈ A ε ⊂ A for A/C ε . For a fixed n ≥ 1, the elements of G admitting a reduced expression as in (6.17) are exactly enumerated by taking any sequence (ε 1 , . . . , ε n ) with ε i ∈ {−1, 1}, a i ∈ A ε i+1 for all i = 0, . . . , n − 1, with a i = e if 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 and ε i = ε i+1 , and a n ∈ A. To count the number of such elements, consider (ε 1 , . . . , ε n ) as a sequence of k 1 times 1, followed by k 2 times −1, etc., or as a sequence of k 1 times −1, followed by k 2 times 1, n − 1 r − 1 = 2|A|ρ 1 (ρ 1 + ρ 2 ) n−1 .
So, when κ satisfies (6.14), then (6.12) holds.
We now prove the following more precise version of Theorem 6.1. By Remark 6.7 and Proposition 6.8, Theorem 6.1 is indeed a consequence of the following result.
Theorem 6.9. Let G be a countable group. such that lim g→∞ µ g (0) = 1/2 and such that c g (k) = µ k (0) − µ g −1 k (0) is a nontrivial 1-cocycle in H 1 (G, ℓ 2 (G)) with g → c g 2 growing arbitrarily slowly. By Theorem 6.3, we can thus make our choice such that G (X, µ) is of stable type III 1 .
If G is nonamenable and G has more than one end, then G has infinitely many ends. We can then partition G into three infinite almost invariant subsets G = W 1 ⊔ W 2 ⊔ W 3 . By Schoenberg's theorem (see e.g. [BO08, Theorem D.11]), for every ε > 0, the function ϕ ε : G → R : ϕ ε (g) = exp −ε |W 1 △ gW 1 | + |W 2 △ gW 2 | + |W 3 △ gW 3 | is positive definite. When ε → 0, we have ϕ ε (g) → 1 pointwise. Since G is not amenable, it follows that ϕ ε ∈ ℓ 2 (G) for all ε > 0 small enough.
For any choice of 0 < δ 1 , δ 2 , δ 3 < 1/2, consider the probability measures µ g on {0, 1} given by µ g (0) = 1/2 + δ i if g ∈ W i . Since the sets W i are almost invariant, the Bernoulli action G (X, µ) = g∈G ({0, 1}, µ g ) is nonsingular. The associated 1-cocycle is given by
Since ϕ ε ∈ ℓ 2 (G) when ε > 0 is small enough, for all δ i small enough, the hypotheses of Theorem 6.3 are satisfied. Combining [VW17, Lemma 5.4 and Proposition 5.3], for all δ i small enough, the action G (X, µ) is nonamenable in the sense of Zimmer.
Choosing δ 1 , δ 2 , δ 3 such that
generate a dense subgroup of R + * , it follows from Theorem 6.3 that G (X, µ) is of stable type III 1 .
Finally, if G is nonamenable and G has one end, all 1-cocycles in Z 1 ai (G, ℓ 2 (G)) are coboundary. Since H 1 (G, ℓ 2 (G)) = {0}, after some rescaling, we find a nonconstant function γ : G → [0, 1] such that c g = γ − g · γ belongs to ℓ 2 (G) for every g ∈ G. Given 0 < ε < 1/2, define the probability measures µ g (0) = 1/2 + εγ(g). Using Schoenberg's theorem as above, it follows that for ε > 0 small enough, the hypotheses of Theorem 6.3 are satisfied and the Bernoulli action G (X, µ) is nonamenable in the sense of Zimmer. By Theorem 6.3, the action G (X, µ) is of stable type III 1 .
2. Define the probability measures µ g on {0, 1} given by (6.11). If (6.19) holds, then (6.12) says that the hypotheses of Theorem 6.3 hold. So, by Theorem 6.3, G (X, µ) is of stable type III λ .
